II.
Data Structure The data structure for nodes communicating in the MAC layer i.e., either Physical (or) Data link layer consists of the header MAC info and authenticating 32-bit code at the end of frame. The total size is 6+6+2+N+4bytes (refer Table I ). This data structure is maintained for the network layer also
Communication in MAC layer

Communication in Upper layer [i.e. above MAC layer
Layer 4-7 services, sometimes referred to as the Upper layers, support end-to-end communication between a source and destination application and are used whenever a message passes from or to a user the data structure for nodes communicating in the Upper layer i.e., either UDP (or) session (or) Presentation layer consists of the header IP address info, MAC address info and subnet Mask address (refer Table 2 ). The Upper layer Communication is made asynchronous and is hence faster. The following metrics have been studied: (i) throughput (ii) packet size (iii) Input file size (iv) Delay between packets etc.
III. Hardware
In this work, self powered nodes are used: either one as the server and the other as the client connected to each other via the Ethernet cable. The hardware used is ARM based architecture clocked at 120 MHz and has special feature of SDRAM to access the external memory. The features available are a LCD panel controller, an Ethernet MAC, a USB device interface, UART, SD card with the sample file for transfer residing in it.
IV. Performance Metrics
The metrics studied includes: The packets sent, packets received, packets lost and throughput for variable data size. The UDP senders will not get any feedback, and the data transfer is asynchronous. The UDP tests reports the received packets, throughput and the transfer time. These traces are used to calculate the packet lost and the efficiency. The UDP tests procedure involves the packets transfer in both the directions; therefore the measurements are significant in both the sides. The difference between the bytes sent and received across both the sides illustrates the actual volume of loss on the link.
Dynamic Parameters in Internode Communication
The user defined dynamic variables assigned includes MAC id user configurable, Ip address user configurable, Subnet mask details user configurable, Variable packet size (upper layer), Session time out and Delay or latency among the packets (throughput)
V. Data Encryption Model
Blowfish is a keyed, symmetric block cipher, designed in 1993 by Bruce Schneier and included in a large number of cipher suites and encryption products. Schneier designed Blowfish as a general-purpose algorithm, intended as an alternative to the aging DES and free of the problems and constraints associated with other algorithms. At the time Blowfish was released, many other designs were proprietary, encumbered by patents or were commercials /government secrets. Blowfish is unpatented. The algorithm is placed in the public domain, and can be freely used by anyone. Blowfish has a 64-bit block size and a variable key length from 1 bit up to 448 bits. It is a 16-round Feistel cipher and uses large key-dependent S-boxes. Blowfish's key schedule starts by initializing the P-array and S-boxes with values derived from the hexadecimal digits of pi, which contain no obvious pattern. The secret key is then, byte by byte, cycling the key if necessary, XORed with all the P-entries in order. A 64-bit all-zero block is then encrypted with the algorithm as it stands. The resultant cipher text replaces P1 and P2. The same cipher text is then encrypted again with the new sub keys, and P3 and P4 are replaced by the new cipher text. This continues, replacing the entire P-array and all the S-box entries. In all, the Blowfish encryption algorithm will run 521 times to generate all the sub keys -about 4KB of data is processed.
Encryption Algorithm on Chip
In this research, the encryption algorithm discussed in section V is implemented in HY-LPC1788 ARM processor on the UDP layer. The dynamic parameters (refer table 1and table 2 ) are declared in a separate header file. The "c" file is written in keil compiler; a hex file is created and downloaded into the hardware. The communication results among the two mobile hardware nodes are shown in appendix -1 and appendix -2. The pseudo code of the key box selection function, encryption and decryption functions are presented below: 
Error detection mechanism First match for MAC id If
{ yes Then Recalculate authentication code at receiver and compare with received code If yes Accept data } Else Give -ve ack.
Key box selection pseudo code
VI.
Results and Discussion
Variable file size, fixed delay and packet length
Case 1: The link, file and network parameters chosen for study in this work are listed in Table 3 . The parameters studied are the throughput, packets sent, packets received and the transfer time are shown in figure 2 to figure 5. The packets sent and received are the same for the respective data size. Ex: for the file size of 104KB the packets sent and received is 108191 for the fixed delay of 600ms i.e. packets sent from the server and that received at the client end are the same : no packets lost for the delay of 600ms. From the graph it can be inferred that the throughput (has smaller values) becomes smaller as the file size increases. The packets sent, packets received and the transfer time increases as the file size increases. The second set of link, file and network parameters chosen for study in this work are listed in Table 4 . It is observed that the packets sent, packets received and the transfer time increases as the file size increases and is shown in figure 6 -9. The throughput decreases as the file size increases. In this scenario it is observed that the no. of packets sent from server are not correctly received at the client end i.e. there is packet loss but the packets loss is constant for variable file size. The data encryption and decryption module implemented in Netwinz Emulator is shown in figure 10 for trusted node figure 11 for untrusted node. The hardware nodes with the encryption algorithm (blowfish based) is set up in the two hardware nodes and is shown in appendix -1. In appendix -2 the transfer of data from node 1 (source) to node 2 (receiver) is shown. Similarly data can be transferred from node2 ( as Source) to node1 ( as receiver)
VII. Conclusion
In this work, the metrics for the wireless based data transfer among nodes is studied. For authenticated data transfer, an encryption algorithm using blowfish algorithm is discussed. Stand alone Hardware implementation of individual nodes using ARM processor is also done. From the study, it can be concluded that for the delay of 600ms the packets received and sent are identical i.e. no loss. The packets loss decreases as the delay increases and is zero for a delay of 600ms. The throughput also decreases as the delay increases. Even for the larger file size (> 104KB) the throughput is smaller but packets loss is less.
